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KEY POINTS

Global GDP is projected to grow by 5.7% in 2021 and 4.5% in 2022. A strong rebound in Europe, the likelihood

of additional fiscal support in the United States next year, and lower household saving will boost growth prospects

in the advanced economies.

As of the 17th of November, 26 181 614 commercial flights have been flown this year, 23% more than 2020 and

29% less than 2019..

In week 44, worldwide volume decreased by -6% compared with previous week. Worldwide capacity increased

by +1% week-over-week.

50 cancelled sailings have been announced between weeks 46 and 49, out of a total of 549 scheduled sailings,

representing 9% cancellation rate.

The composite index remained steady this week but remains 250% higher than a year ago.

Schedule reliability hasn’t improved since September 2021 and is still a growing problem with carriers.

Data from the latest November edition of the Alphaliner Weekly Newsletter shows that not a single ship on the

Transatlantic and Far-East – N Europe trades arrived on time for its next trip in week 45 without skipping

ports.

BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKSource: Seabury, Flightradar24, Drewry, Sea Intelligence
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ECONOMY – CLIMATE – BREAKING THE HABIT

Source: OECD

Government support measures for fossil fuels across 81

economies tumbled to USD 351 billion in 2020, 45% off its

peak two years earlier, according to OECD and IEA data,

as energy prices fell following the COVID-19-induced

economic shock.

As economies have reopened, energy prices have soared,

with fossil fuel subsidies and other types of support

measures expected to follow suit in 2021 (although

complete data are not yet available).

Support for fossil fuels encourages their continued

production and consumption, crowds out investment in

sustainable energy infrastructure and other public services,

and disproportionately benefits households that use more

fuel and energy, which tend to be wealthier.

This is a challenge for governments’ net-zero pledges.

Seeking ways to target support for low-income households

may be the key.

Last updated : 16/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOK
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AIR FREIGHT – MARKET TRENDS (01/11– 07/11)

• In week 44, worldwide volume decreased by -6% compared with previous week. Worldwide capacity increased by 

+1% week-over-week.

• On a regional level, volumes from all regions decreased compared with previous week, with the smallest 

decrease from North America at -1%, while Central & South America experienced the largest decrease at -12%.

Trends based on appr 250 000 transactions per week WorldACD publishes weekly data for 

hundreds of markets the largest market based on data for 170 forwarders, the smallest on data for 

20 forwarders.

BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKWorldACD Last updated: 16/11
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AIR FREIGHT – MARKET TRENDS (18/10 – 31/10)

• Global international air cargo capacity increased +3% compared to the last two weeks, as (freighter) capacity rebounded after China’s Golden Week. Widebody

passenger aircraft account for all international air cargo capacity growth in recent months, with freighter capacity flat since March.

• Recent recovery of widebody belly cargo capacity is driven by both the number of active aircraft and their utilization. Widebody passenger aircraft are still ~20% below

pre-COVID block hour utilization, with around 1,500 fewer active widebody passenger aircraft than pre-COVID.

• Ahead of Q4, air cargo capacity out of China and Hong Kong exceeds 2020 levels and is close to 2019 levels. Freighters have increased share of China & Hong Kong

international outbound air cargo capacity from 60% to 80%.

BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKSeabury Last updated: 16/11
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AIR FREIGHT – AIR CARGO CAPACITY

Global air cargo capacity increased +3% vs. the previous two weeks, which were affected by China’s Golden Week

BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKSeabury Last updated: 16/11



AIR FREIGHT – COMMERCIAL FLIGHTS TRACKER

Commercial flights = Commercial passenger flights + cargo flights + charter flights + some business jet flights.

As of 28th October 2021, 88 317 commercial flights were flown in the last seven days, compared to 66 515 and    

113 181 in 2020 and 2019 respectively.

On a year-to-date basis, 26 181 614 commercial flights have been flown this year, 23% more than 2020 and 29%

less than 2019.

Flightradar24 7BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKLast updated: 16/11



SEA FREIGHT – CANCELLED SAILINGS – 29/10

Drewry Last updated: 16/11

Across the major trades: Transpacific, Transatlantic and

Asia-North Europe & Med, 50 cancelled sailings have been

announced between weeks 46 and 49, out of a total of 549

scheduled sailings, representing 9% cancellation rate.

During this period 76% of the blank sailings will occur in the

Transpacific Eastbound trade.

Over the next 4 weeks, The Alliance has announced 24

cancellations, followed by 2M and Ocean Alliance with 6 and

4 cancellations, respectively.

The good news is that spot rates generally have peaked with

East-West rates expected to stabilize over coming weeks.

However, it is abundantly clear that the global supply chain

crisis will not resolve itself anytime soon. Port congestion is

a global phenomenon, causing huge delays to ship

schedules and forcing carriers to skip ports, particularly in

Europe, while imports from Asia are expected to stay strong

until Jan-22.

8BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOK



The composite index remained steady this

week but remains 250% higher than a year

ago.

The average composite index of the WCI,

assessed by Drewry for year-to-date, is

$7,335 per 40ft container, which is $4,714

higher than the five-year average of $2,621

per 40ft container

Freight rates from Rotterdam – New York

gained 2%.

Spot rates from Los Angeles – Shanghai and

Shanghai – Los Angeles grew 1% each.

Rates on Shanghai – Rotterdam, Rotterdam

– Shanghai, Shanghai – New York and New

York – Rotterdam hovered around previous

weeks level. Drewry expects rates to remain

steady in the coming week.

SEA FREIGHT – WORLD CONTAINER INDEX (WCI)

The World Container Index is a composite of container freight rates on 8 major routes to/from the US, Europe and Asia, assessed by Drewry.

9Last updated: 16/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKDrewry
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SEA FREIGHT - GLOBAL SCHEDULE RELIABILITY

Schedule reliability improved marginally in September 2021, by 0.6 percentage points to 34.0%, maintaining the

range of 34%-40% seen throughout the year. The only “positive”, if one should call it that, is that schedule

reliability is not plummeting further.

On a Y/Y level, schedule reliability in September 2021 was down -22.0 percentage points. The average delay for

late vessel arrivals also improved marginally, dropping to 7.27 days, albeit still the highest figure for this month,

which has been a theme throughout 2021.

Sea Intelligence Last updated: 02/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOK



SEA FREIGHT – ONGOING DELAYS

11Last updated: 02/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOKAlphaliner
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SEA FREIGHT - CAPACITY OUTLOOK (WEEK 41 - 52)

Highlights
Upcoming 12 

weeks (Y/Y)

Asia

-

North Europe

In the Asia-North Europe trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 46 and

decreases significantly in week 48. On the backhaul, the weekly capacity increases drastically in

week 50, and decreases significantly in week 3.

18.4%

Asia

-

Mediterranean

In the Asia-Mediterranean trade lane the weekly capacity increases significantly in week 45 and 3

and decreases drastically in week 1. On the backhaul, the weekly capacity decreases drastically in

week 45, 50 and 1, and increases significantly in week 48.

7.0%

Asia

-

North America East Coast

In the Asia-NAEC trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 46 and decreases

significantly in week 48.
34.2%

Asia

-

North America West Coast

In the Asia-NAWC trade lane the weekly capacity decreases significantly in week 48 and increases

drastically in week 1. On the backhaul, the weekly capacity decreases drastically in week 46 and 47,

and increases significantly in week 49.

27.3%

Asia

-

East Coast South America

In the Asia-ECSA trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 46 and decreases

significantly in week 49 and 51. On the backhaul, the weekly capacity decreases significantly in

week 45, and increases drastically in week 49.

25.5%

Sea Intelligence Last updated: 17/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOK
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Highlights
Upcoming 12 

weeks (Y/Y)

North America East Coast

-

East Coast South America

In the NAEC-ECSA trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 46 and decreases

significantly in week 52. In the ECSA-NAEC trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in

week 46, 51 and 3, and decreases significantly in week 47.

-1.8%

North Europe

-

East Coast South America

In the North Europe-ECSA trade lane the weekly capacity decreases significantly in week 45, 52 and

4, and increases drastically in week 46, 48 and 2. In the ECSA-North Europe trade lane the weekly

capacity increases significantly in week 45, 51 and 2, and decreases drastically in week 50 and 1.

-0.7%

North Europe

-

North America East Coast

In the North Europe-NAEC trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 47 and 2

and decreases significantly in week 1 and 3. In the NAEC-North Europe trade lane the weekly

capacity increases significantly in week 45 and decreases drastically in week 48 and 1.

16.0%

Mediterranean

-

North America East Coast

In the MED-NAEC trade lane the weekly capacity increases drastically in week 47 and 51 and

decreases significantly in week 52. In the NAEC-MED trade lane the weekly capacity decreases

drastically in week 52 and increases significantly in week 1.

6.1%

Europe-

North America West Coast

In the Europe-NAWC trade lane the weekly capacity decreases significantly in week 45 and 49, and

increases drastically in week 50. In the NAWC-Europe trade lane the weekly capacity increases

drastically in week 49 and decreases significantly in week 1.

13.8%

SEA FREIGHT - CAPACITY OUTLOOK (WEEK 41 - 52)

Sea Intelligence Last updated: 17/11 BIMONTHLY MARKET OUTLOOK
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